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Speaking of this sentence, it turned out to be much quieter at once.
Many people began to look at the live broadcast again, and they realized that
Lin Ziming and Xiaoyao King had already met.
However, what surprised them was that when Lin Ziming and Xiaoyao
Wang met, there was no scene of Mars hitting the earth in their imagination,
and their meeting even seemed a bit boring.
At this time, in the secret realm, Lin Ziming had already met Xiaoyao King.
“Xiaoyao King.”
“Lin Ziming.”
Both of them called each other’s names one after another. There was no
smell of gunpowder on their faces. On the contrary, they looked very plain,
as if they had just seen a friend whom they hadn’t seen for a long time. This
kind of scene really made everyone surprised. Surprised.
In their opinion, when Lin Ziming and Xiaoyao Wang met in this situation,
they must have fought inconsistently.
Lin Ziming looked at King Xiaoyao indifferently, and he immediately
discovered that King Xiaoyao’s strength was significantly improved
compared to when he first saw him on Earth, obviously during the period of
time in the secret realm. Xiaoyao Wang also got a lot of benefits.
“King Xiaoyao, you are a lot better.” Lin Ziming walked towards King
Xiaoyao in a hurry, turning a blind eye to the bunch of floating fruits on the
left, as if he couldn’t see the bunch of fruits at all.
In the same way, Xiaoyao King had a glimpse of this bunch of fruits. It was
obvious that they all came for this bunch of fruits, but at this moment, they
couldn’t see the same thing.
Xiaoyao Wang smiled faintly, and started to walk towards Lin Ziming, his
speed is not fast, it is like taking a walk in the park after eating a full meal.
“You’re not bad.” Xiaoyao Wang said lightly, “You are the first person this
king has made a mistake in these years.”
Facing Xiaoyao Wang’s words, Lin Ziming just smiled faintly and said,
“Really? It seems that I surprised you, but I’m just the opposite of you.
After I knew your existence for the first time, I just I know, there must be a
battle between me and you.”
They are all walking towards each other, walking slowly, and the
atmosphere is very relaxed, and they don’t even have the suffocating
oppression they had before they encountered it.
This makes many people on the planet feel puzzled, do not understand why
this happened.
King Xiaoyao stared at Lin Ziming, and then spoke again: “Gong Chunqiu,
did you kill you?”
When he said this, his tone was calm, but Lin Ziming still felt it, and a
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strong murderous intent flashed in his eyes.
Lin Ziming nodded lightly, “Yes.”
Those who watched the live broadcast on Earth couldn’t help holding their
breath after hearing Lin Ziming’s outspoken words, because at this moment,
they felt that the atmosphere suddenly changed.
The Xiaoyao King, who originally seemed very peaceful, changed abruptly
after Lin Ziming uttered these words. That kind of fierceness and oppression,
even if they were separated by the screen and the two worlds, they could
feel it. ! !
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